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Welcome 
Thank you for visiting this virtual exhibition. This document comprises 
a series of ‘exhibition boards’, providing more details on the proposed 
mixed development of 44 modern houses and apartments on the former 
Leisure Centre site at Clifton Hill. These new buildings will be constructed 
to the highest quality and environmental standards to reduce energy costs 
and create attractive family homes.

Normally, we would be displaying these boards at a public exhibition, 
where local residents and stakeholders would have the opportunity 
to discuss the designs with members of the project team. Due to the 
Covid-19 crisis and the current restrictions on public gatherings, we are 
using predominantly online channels to provide updates on the scheme.

In addition to these exhibition boards, please be sure to view the 
additional content on our website. You will find answers to a range of 
questions regarding the scheme in both written and video format.

The material in these slides will form the basis of the Planning Submission.

If you have a question regarding the scheme which is not answered by the 
website material, please submit a query form and we will do our best to 
answer it. 

Activities to date
The project team has engaged in a comprehensive range of consultation 
activities with stakeholders, neighbours and the wider community.

• Ward councillors briefing session - January 2020 
• Public Consultation – February 2020
• Design Review Panel – March 2020
• Ward councillors online update session – April 2020
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Belmont Terrace

The Courtyard

Green Street

Existing terrace on Belmont Road

The homes within the scheme have been designed to respect the surrounding period properties, read as a ‘family’ of buildings - sharing a 
common language (materials, window and door apertures, roofscape, and balconies) and provide superb energy efficient places to live. Each of 
the individual typologies has its own unique character, designed specifically with the end user in mind: The Courtyard and Green Street houses, 
Belmont Terrace, Mews typology, Parkland Apartments and Parkland Villas. 

On the following boards (04, 05 and 06) we have shown a selection of visualisations and typical floor plans for some of the proposed homes.

View from Belmont Park looking up the Green Street towards the parkland
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The February consultation events were well attended by a wide range of 
stakeholders and over 80 local residents. We received 32 responses to our 
online survey. Feedback from those attending the exhibition was generally 
encouraging and positive.

‘You said, we did’ 
Comments and suggestions received from the February consultation have 
been carefully considered by the design and planning team as they have 
worked up these more detailed proposals. Outlined below are the key 
areas of concern and how the design team has responded.

New Homes

How to prevent them from becoming multiple occupancy?
Local plan policy does not allow for multi occupancy dwellings in the area. 
Watch the Q&A video on HMOs on the project website for more detailed 
information.

Provide some smaller units within the scheme - flats/2-bed homes
The proposal currently allows for 5 No. 1-bed and 6 No. 2-bed flats.

Access and Movement

Retain access to ski club and golf range.
Access to the ski club and golf range has been retained (please refer  
to Board 3)

Increased traffic volumes/ pollution - pinch points on Clifton Hill.
The development will likely result in less traffic and car movement when 
compared to the leisure centre use.

Green Street concerns:

• Conflict between vehicles and pedestrians/children 
• Turning vehicles/emergency access
•  Need for safe pavements

The Green Street will be designed predominantly as a pedestrian and cycle 
access with vehicle access from the current access off Clifton Hill. 
Watch the Q&A videos regarding the Green Street (Parts 1 & 2) on the 
project website for more detailed information.

Location/quantity of cycle storage.
Secure cycle parking has been integrated into the building and landscape 
design of the development.

Parking

Please provide sufficient parking on site:

• Concerns re overspill;
• One space per home not sufficient;
• Resident parking zone in vicinity already at capacity;

One car parking space has been provided per dwelling house, giving a total 
of 33 parking spaces. Residents and purchasers will not be able to apply 
for permits in the neighbouring resident parking scheme. 

Residents and purchasers will be encouraged to utilise green modes of 
transportation and there will be adequate cycle parking facilities on site. 
Car club vehicles and electric car charging points are being provided 
throughout as part of the proposals. Watch the Q&A video on Car Parking 
on the project website for more detailed information.

Portland Street

Residents in Portland Street whose properties back onto the development 
site raised the following:

• Preserve rear access to Portland Street properties;
• New buildings appear to be in close proximity to the site boundary and 

potentially block views of green space, impacting light;
• Retain trees along boundary;

The proposals allow for rear access to be maintained. The buildings, 
proximities and boundaries have been designed in line with local plan 
policy and all existing rights have been accommodated.

All trees along the boundaries will be retained and the site layout has 
been developed to stay clear of root areas. Any trees that need to be 
removed within the site will be replaced according to the Council’s tree 
replacement policy.

Watch the Q&A video on Portland Street on the project website for more 
detailed information. See also the Q&A Video re Trees.
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Consultation feedback

Photograph from the February consultation event
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Site context and layout 
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Access from Belmont Road / 
Clifton Hill 

Access from Clifton Hill

Green Street

Mews Street - Access to ski 
slope / driving range

Retained access to ski slope / 
driving range

Belmont Terrace - frontage onto 
Clifton Hill / Belmont Park

Townhouses fronting Green 
Street 

Parkland houses - dual frontage

Parkland apartments (11 units)

Entrance space

Rain gardens

Green space transition to 
parkland

Community Hub - including 
Co-Cars; Co-Bikes; planting & 
delivery drop-off
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Labour Club

Portland Street Golf Driving 
Range

Belmont Park

Parkland

Illustrative layout

The layout shown in the surrounding context

Key Drivers
• Wildlife and trees - biodiversity (building with nature)
•  A new benchmark for quality
•  Quality mixed tenure housing - consistent quality 

throughout
•  Energy efficient - Passivhaus standard
•  Outstanding place-making
•  Urban townscape structure - locally distinctive
•  Linking the parks - a Green Street
•  Green transport
•  Flexible / multi-generational living
•  Respect the locally listed buildings and enhance the 

character of the conservation area
•  Positive impact on the wider neighbourhood
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The Courtyard
Housing design
The courtyard homes are located on the southern side of the Green 
Street (1). Some properties within this character area contain an internal 
courtyard at the heart of the house, flooding surrounding internal spaces 
with daylight and an opportunity to open out the living spaces to adapt 
to flexible family living. The annex to the rear is an additional living space 
that might be used as grandparent or teenager accommodation or even 
a play room, home studio or office space. The open roof terraces provide 
additional outdoor amenity for residents. They also help animate the 
Green Street and promote social interaction. The proposed terraces have 
been designed to complement the rhythm, scale and appearance of the 
historic terraces in the locality - a house type with a calm exterior and a 
modern and vibrant interior.

Ground Floor First Floor Second Floor

1

Extract of the layout
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Existing terrace on Belmont Road
Green Street

Left 
View from the kitchen of 
The Courtyard house

Key plan
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Ground Floor

Belmont Terrace

The Courtyard

Belmont Park

Existing terrace on Belmont Road
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Belmont Terrace 
Housing design
This is the development’s outward face to Belmont Park (2). The 
form and the rhythm of the terrace makes reference to one of the 
fine gabled Georgian terraces on Clifton Hill – the use of balconies 
and basements helps to reinforce this. Once again the calm well-
proportioned exteriors give way to modern and adaptable interiors. 
The accommodation includes first floor living space making the 
most of elevated views over the park. The main material used on the 
facade of the buildings is brick. This reflects the predominant building 
material in central Exeter and the local area. It also references the 
former historic use of the site for brick making.

Extract of the layout

2

First Floor

Second Floor

Roof Plan

Clifto
n Hill

Belmont 
Park

View from Belmont Park looking towards Belmont Terrace
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The Courtyard The Apartments

Green Street
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Parkland Apartments 
Housing design
The Parkland Apartments share the parkland edge (the Clifton Hill 
green space) and, as a group, form a strong backdrop to it (3). The 
apartments are designed in a stand-alone building for the over 60's. 
The building has been designed so that it reads with the overall 
language of the development and as a group with the two blocks 
of neighbouring Parkland Villas. Each apartment enjoys a terrace or 
balcony in the form of winter garden. An outdoor space that can 
be adapted to be utilised all year round. Shared social spaces at the 
ground floor of the building provide a delightful end to the Green 
Street and the Mews.

3

View from The Courtyard balcony looking at the Parkland Apartments

Apartment block development

Ground Floor First Floor

Extract of the layout

Parkland  
edge
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The Green Street 
Wellbeing, water and wildlife
Landscape and biodiversity are at the heart of the way that the 
development has been designed. The Green Street, linking two existing 
city parks, is the signature and focus for the scheme. The street is 
designed to enhance the environment for residents and wildlife - a green 
route that contributes to a unique sense of place.

The Green Street provides access between Belmont Park and to the 
community parkland to the south – vehicle access to the existing Golf 
Driving Range and ski slope facilities is along the proposed Mews Street. 

Natural surveillance is provided throughout the development by doors, 
windows and balconies fronting directly onto the street. This provides a 
good foundation for positive a social interaction between neighbours.

The Green Street is representative of a new type of responsible high 
quality housing development which promotes health, wellbeing and an 
active lifestyle. The street has been designed to provide a safe and easy 
to use environment for pedestrians and cyclists. Whilst car parking is 
provided, vehicle access and parking spaces have been positioned to 
minimise the impact of cars on the streets and spaces.

Green Street

Rain Garden

Communal Space

Front Gardens

Informal Seating

Wildlife Corridor

Fruit tree planting

Foraging and edible hedgerows

Mews 

Enhanced entrance

Existing tree retained 

Belmont Terrace

Native hedge boundary

Parkland

Existing trees retained 

Community hub

Enhanced edge to parkland
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Landscape plan showing 
the key interventions
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Wellbeing  
creating places for people  
through interaction with nature

Water 
sustainable management of  
surface water for climate resilience

Wildlife 
bio-diverse landscape of  
habitats to connect wildlife
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Landscape & Biodiversity
The central landscape feature of the Green Street is a rain garden which 
runs the full length of the street. A rain garden is designed to capture 
rainwater run-off from surrounding hard surfaces such as roofs, streets 
and footpaths. The rain garden will perform a number of beneficial 
environmental roles, including: enhanced biodiversity and promotion of 
wildlife in the city, sustainable drainage, improved amenity in the street a 
better basis for health and well-being and creation of a greener cleaner 
more attractive place.

The rain garden has been designed in mind of best practice in terms of 
sustainable urban drainage. In order to take account of the slope along 
the Green Street, it has been designed as a series of cascading weirs – at 
times the movement of water will help to animate the street.

The selection of hard and soft planting in the landscape design of the 
street come together to encourage its use as a public place throughout 
the year. Deciduous trees provide shade in the hotter months and 
enable solar gain in the cooler months. Plants have been chosen to 
provide variety and change in colour, texture and intensity with the 
changing seasons.

In addition, fruit tree planting, edible hedgerows and berry varieties will 
be introduced in a foraging corridor. Selected species will provide colour 
and nectar sources for insects including butterflies and bees. Native 
hedge plants incorporated into boundaries and within the rain garden 
itself will provide additional habitat and protection for birds. Bird, bat 
boxes and bee bricks will further add to the positive wildlife credentials 
of the scheme.

A simple palette of materials has been employed to enrich the streets. 
Robust details and materials within the streets and boundaries are 
important to ensure that quality lasts and that there is continuity 
between the public realm and the homes fronting the streets. 

Designing positively for wildlife and biodiversity helps to create a 
stronger, richer and more sustainable backdrop to daily life in the city.

Rain Garden

Surface water run off

Surface water from properties

Rain garden, top soil, sand and 
aggregate

Upstand weir

Gravity fed outfall pipe
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Section through the Green Street 
illustrating how the rain garden will manage 
surface water within the scheme
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Access & drainage 
Access and parking
Two points of access will be provided into the development. The main 
vehicular access to the east will serve the majority of the site and also 
provides access to the driving range, ski slope and properties at the north 
eastern corner of the site. A secondary access to the west will provide 
access onto the green street. The green street provides pedestrian and 
cycle links though to the parkland behind the site, promoting sustainable 
travel. It also creates a space for community activity and creating sense 
of place as well as vehicle access to 6 parking spaces. Both accesses will 
be provided with suitable visibility and turning space for emergency and 
refuse vehicles.
 
Parking for the development will be provided on-site at a ratio of 75%, 
33 spaces for 44 dwellings. These lower levels of parking are considered 
suitable for the city centre location, an approach which is agreed by DCC.  
 

Drainage
The adopted road and private parking courts will be surfaced with 
permeable paving, with water stored at source beneath the surface, prior 
to discharge off-site. 

All other surface water from roofs and the remaining hard paved areas will 
be directed to a series of rain gardens along the green street. The water 
will be stored here, before being released to the existing surface water 
sewer in Clifton Hill at a maximum rate 90% lower than the existing sports 
centre site.
 
The rain gardens will also be planted with the water treated as it filters 
through the soil before entering the underground storage tanks. This 
sustainable surface water drainage strategy therefore provides the 
benefits of reducing the flood risk and improving the water quality 
downstream of the site. Similarly foul drainage from the proposed 
development will connect into the existing foul sewer network within 
Clifton Hill, replicating the existing scenario.

Green Street route 
Pedestrian and cycle priority - 
vehicular access to the Courtyard 
dwellings only

Existing enhanced route 
Primary vehicular access - 
maintained access to driving range 
and ski slope

Pedestrian circulation

Access to Courtyards

Rain Garden

Underground storage

Permeable surface

Surface water run off
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Access and movement diagram Drainage and surface water diagram
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What happens next  
Thank you for taking the time to view this exhibition.  

Please take the time to view the additional material on the website -  
www.cliftonhilldevelopment.co.uk

Website details and list of contents:
• Exhibition Boards 
• Video/narrated presentation 
• Video Q&A with ward councillors
• FAQs
• Reply form

This material will be available to view for two weeks until Friday 8 May.

You will find answers to a range of questions regarding the scheme in both 
written and video format. If you have a question regarding the scheme 
which is not answered by the website material, please submit a query form 
and we will do our best to answer it. 

We are aiming to finalise the scheme and submit a full planning application 
to Exeter City Council (as the local planning authority) at the end of 
May 2020. The full suite of planning documents, supporting reports and 
surveys, including a Report of Community Involvement, will be available on 
the Council’s planning portal at www.exeter.gov.uk when the application 
has been submitted.

Once the application has been formally registered, the Council will carry 
out further statutory consultation and notify near neighbours about how 
they can respond.

Subject to a planning approval we anticipate starting on site in Autumn 
2020 with the houses being completed by Spring 2022.

For Further Information
If you have any further questions or queries please contact our 
consultation team:

Avril Baker Consultancy
Phone: 0117 977 2002
Email: info@abc-pr.co.uk

January 2020

February 2020

Project commencement

Initial Public consultation

Initial design and planning phase

Demolitions and enabling works phase

Construction phase

Development completed

February 2020 -  September 2020

Autumn 2020

Winter 2020 - Spring 2022

Spring 2022

Spring 2020

Community update followed by planning 
submission - Emerging designs

Timeline
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A selection of vision images


